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Multinational Pooling & Captives:
The Value of Reinsurance
When comparing pooling networks, a distinction
is often made between “Integrated” and “NonIntegrated” Networks. But we suggest a far more
important distinction can be made, and that is
whether the network’s pooling operations include
the reinsurance of the local contracts included in the
pool (as is the case in IGP).

We therefore suggest that a far more important
distinction than Integrated Networks vs. Partner Networks
can be made: does the Managing Network’s entity
reinsure the local contracts included in the pool?

At first glance, an Integrated Network is defined as
one in which the majority of participating insurance
companies are owned by, and thus under the
control of, the network managing company. In a
Non-Integrated Network (which we prefer to refer
to as “Partner Network”), on the other hand, the
participating insurance companies generally are not
owned by the company managing the network. IGP
chose to work with leading, independent insurance
companies, which are not necessarily subsidiaries of
John Hancock/Manulife, the “managing partner” of the
IGP Network (our Network Partners in Canada and
Indonesia are notable exceptions).

In a Reinsured Network, regardless of whether it
is an Integrated Network or a Partner Network,
the managing company acts as a reinsurer for
the Network Partners in the various countries.
This means that the managing company reinsures
the policies in a pooling arrangement. The levels
of reinsurance taken by the managing company
differ from one network to another, and there may
be restrictions in certain countries due to local
legislation.

The underlying reason for making this distinction
seems to be the assumption that a so-called
Integrated Network is more cohesive, since the
leading organization - the network manager - will
have more control over the network partners.
Whether that is reality or mere perception is a
question beyond the scope of this article. It is
relevant to note, however, that even most of the
networks that are generally perceived as being
“integrated” have many “external” partners.
Indeed, it is often an advantage to have independent
partners and be known as a Partner Network. This
gives the network the freedom and flexibility to work
with top providers in each market, rather than being
limited to one’s own group, which may not
be the best option from the standpoint
of the client’s local
operation and the
plan members.

Reinsured vs. Non-Reinsured
Networks

A Non-Reinsured Network, on the other hand,
has no central reinsurer. There may be a system of
cross-subsidy between the Network Partners, or the
managing company’s role may be limited to the most
basic form of pooling, i.e. the consolidation of the
technical results of policies participating in a pool.

Why Reinsurance Matters
Reinsurance matters on a number of levels.
Network Cohesion
Reinsurance fosters cohesion in a pooling network, as
the managing company works collaboratively with its
Network Partners. Acting as a reinsurer, the managing
company has a vested interest in the policies offered
for pooling, and can work with the Network Partner
so that the Network Partner is consistently offering
products and services that enhance the client’s
international pool.
Underwriting Control
The managing company of a reinsured network
has increased underwriting oversight. The network
manager operating as the central network reinsurer
has a vested interest in ensuring that only soundly
underwritten business is included and maintained
in the client’s pooling arrangement. After all, as a
reinsurer, it is financially impacted if results are poor.
Consequently, the interests of the reinsured network
are aligned with those of the client: the goal is not
solely to maximize premium volume in the pool, but
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to have the best spread of contracts and countries,
yielding the highest possible cost savings for the client
company (while maintaining competitive rates).
IGP, for example, has an elaborate framework of
processes in place to:
• Monitor the IGP Network Partners’ underwriting
processes and performance.
• Check on the pooling suitability of all individual
contracts before they are added to a client’s IGP
International Account to ensure there is a good
balance between upside benefit and downside risk.
• Monitor a pool’s performance and that of each of
the participating contracts, performing an analysis
by line of coverage as appropriate.
• Take corrective action when one or several
contracts produce large and/or ongoing losses.
Improved Ability to Manage the Pool
The Reinsuring Network manager has a direct vested
interest in the financial integrity, continued viability
and sustainability of the pooling account, thereby
offering the true concept of pooling - spreading the
risk by combining different countries’ experience and
reducing global retentions as the pool becomes larger.
In the absence of reinsurance, there is much less
incentive at the centre to control sound underwriting.
Each of the participating insurers is dependent on
the other insurers not “leaning on the pool.” There
is a real risk that there is no-one at a central or pool
level ensuring that controlling all participating insurers
quote adequate premiums and are not relying on the
pool to compensate inevitable losses. Each insurer is
dependent on all of the other insurers’ diligence in
their underwriting, and on their not succumbing to
commercial pressures that would ultimately hurt the
client as well as the other insurers involved in their
pool. This can lead to volatility in local pricing, which
can bring with it budgetary issues for the participating
subsidiaries.
Ability to Cede to a Captive
The interest of multinational employers in ceding
the risks under their employee benefits plans to
their captive insurance company continues to gain
momentum. Even if it is not on the cards in the
immediate future, the network’s ability to cede to a
captive somewhere down the road may also be an
important aspect in selecting a preferred network.
Then, if and when the move to captive reinsurance is
to take place, there can be a smooth transition.

of success are greatest when working with a network
that:
• Operates on the basis of reinsurance.
• Already has a well-established reinsurance
network.
• Can offer 100% reinsurance in countries where
there are no legal impediments in doing so (the
footprint of a Network’s reinsurance capabilities
may not be the same as its “pooling” footprint).
• Has processes in place to cede risk and transfer
premiums to the Captive.
• Has a well-established reporting process for
providing the data required by the Captive both
for risk management purposes and statutory
reporting.
Clearly, a network that does not already operate on the
basis of reinsurance is at a distinct disadvantage, in that it
will be hard-pressed to meet the needs of the client.

Conclusion
When assessing the structure of a network, the
following criteria are critical, in order of importance:
• What is the composition of the network in terms
of its partners?
-- Size, expertise, reputation, and financial stability
in each market
-- Consistent quality across all geographies
• Is reinsurance the basis for how the network
operates?
• Is there sound and effective central control of
underwriting practices, with a view to protecting
the financial viability of the pool?
• “Integrated Network” or “Partner Network”?
Every multinational has different needs that
will influence its choice of a preferred Employee
Benefits Network. But when taking the above
points into consideration one can conclude
that reinsurance offers more advantages to
the multinational, and has a more far-reaching
impact, than whether a network is integrated
or based on partnerships. In fact, reinsurance
allows Partner Networks to offer the best deal
to all stakeholders: parent companies work with
a well-managed and cohesive network globally,
while allowing subsidiaries to work with quality
insurance companies in each country.

Therefore, in considering the selection of a preferred
pooling network, it is important to understand that, as
far as captive reinsurance is concerned, the chances
© International Group Program - www.igpinfo.com
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Country Update: Argentina

Increasing Awareness of the Need for Life Insurance
The Personal Insurance Industry in Argentina is going through a period of growth and development with an
average increase of 30% over the last three years. However, as the penetration rate still lags at less than 8%, it is
important individuals have opportunities to obtain life insurance. By comparison, in the US or Japanese markets,
the penetration rate amounts to 88% and 95%, respectively.
Life insurance in Argentina accounts for less than
1% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), though a
fourfold increase is expected in the coming years.

provided via pay-as-you-go social security programs is
decreasing.

But what makes Argentina different from other
developed countries? One key difference is that the
Argentine insurance market is “offer-based” rather
than “demand-based”. The trend among most people
is to avoid taking out an insurance policy – unless it is
mandatory.

According to the Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean, by the year 2035,
individuals age 60 and over will outnumber youths
aged 0-14 on the continent. And only 4 out of 10
individuals in the region will be entitled to either a
private or state-sponsored retirement benefit or
pension.

This line of thinking is not limited only to life
insurance, the same trend is also observed in the
property and casualty insurance market.

In Argentina, five active workers are needed to pay
for one pension. However, at present, this is a oneto-one relationship.

It is therefore important to have multiple “channels”
to raise awareness of the importance of insurance,
especially for protecting an individual’s family and
maintaining their financial security.

There is also a general lack of awareness and
understanding regarding the importance of personal
insurance to supplement or replace the benefits
provided by the government.

Insurance providers must actively reach out to
potential customers rather than waiting to be
approached. This is equally true for employers who
are concerned about the welfare of workers and their
dependents.

In some Latin American countries, including Argentina,
pension payments provide less than 40% of an
individual’s salary received during his or her active
years of employment.

Typically, there are three key players each with a
specific role in safeguarding savings and providing
protection: the State, employers and the individual.
These “players” provide the three pillars of social
security: public pensions, occupational insurance/
pensions and personal savings.

As the burden on the State continues to grow, and
individuals are not aware of the need for, or are
unable to secure personal insurance, the role of the
employer becomes increasingly important.
The employer’s ability to supplement the benefits
provided by social security with group insurance
provides an additional layer of protection for workers
and their families.

Because such a small percentage of the Argentine
population has life insurance or personal savings, the
State is considered the key player for protecting the
wellbeing and financial security of individuals via the
social security system.

Though an employer-paid life insurance benefit
is compulsory by law for all workers, the benefit
amount is very small and not sufficient to replace lost
income due to an employee’s death.

But a major concern is always what would happen if
the State could no longer afford to provide benefits.
This is an issue in many countries throughout the
world as the number of active workers needed to
contribute toward the financing of future benefits

With a group life insurance plan, employees and their
dependents can be protected at a lower cost and,
as these policies are targeted to a specific, active
and salaried group of employees, requirements for
insurability may be relaxed.

© International Group Program - www.igpinfo.com
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Even if the premium is not paid by the employer,
there may still be an opportunity for employees to
take advantage of special contract conditions under
the group plan.
The most recommended employer-provided
insurance is based on a multiple of salary. It is
intended to compensate for the loss of income
of the head of a family and should be in line with
the employee’s salary. As the Argentine economy
is characterized by high inflation, it increases in
accordance with salary updates and consequently, so
does the insured amount.
The consensus among insurers is that a family needs a
minimum amount of 24 monthly salaries to cope with
an event that results in the head of the family’s loss of
income.
Of course, employees could obtain their own
individual insurance policy, but there are obstacles:
the premium would be higher – so not everybody
would be able to afford it and evidence of insurability
is often required.
But an employer can offer their workers a low-cost
life insurance plan within the financial means of most
employees and often without the need to provide
evidence of insurability via a group life insurance plan.
In addition, if the employer pays the premium for this
benefit on behalf of employees, 100% of the premium
could be tax deductible.
If a company is not sure whether they wish to provide
their employees with employer-paid life insurance, it
is strongly recommended that the employer take out
the policy anyway and give employees the option of
paying for it.
This allows employees and their families to be
protected while the employer decides whether to pay
for the coverage.
If the company subsequently decides to pay for the
insurance either in total or partially, it is obviously
excellent news for the employees.

Sample Group Life Insurance Plan
Death Benefit: Multiple of 24 Monthly Salaries
		
		

Multiple of 12 Monthly Salaries
(Optional)

TPD Benefit:

Equal to the Death Benefit

AD&D Benefit: Equal to the Death Benefit
Optional Riders:
• Transplants
• Terminal Disease
• Serious Illness
• Posthumous Death Benefit
Spouse’s Coverage:
Equal to 50% or 100% of the employee’s Death
Benefit (Death + AD&D + TPD by Accident)
There are three ways in which this benefit can be
offered:
• 100% paid by the employer
• 100% paid by the employee - salary deduction
• 50% paid by the employer and 50% paid by the
employee

A team of SMG LIFE advisors is available to provide
information to employees about the benefits of
collective life insurance, whether paid in full or
partially by the company or by the employee.
SMG LIFE is a member company of the Swiss Medical
Group, one of Argentina’s leading insurance groups,
dedicated to the protection of people and a leader
in the health market. SMG LIFE has more than
2,000,000 insureds and a AAA rating from the Latin
American Risk Rating Agency. In 2016, SMG LIFE was
recognized as “The Most Prestigious Company of the
Decade” in the Life Insurance category.
Swiss Medical Medicina Privada, SMG’s prepaid
medical services company, is the leading health care
provider in Argentina. It has a team of over 60,000
professionals in all specialties, more than 18,300
treatment providers and diagnostic technicians, as
well as the best inpatient clinics in the country.

For more information, please contact your IGP Account Manager or...
SMG Life
José Martín Aramburu, Commercial Manager
JoseMartin.Aramburu@smg.com.ar
www.smg-life.com.ar
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Country Update: The Netherlands

when the pension base for the pension schemes is
determined: the salary taken into account for the
pension base is reduced with a so-called AOW Offset.

Earlier this year, the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) announced an increase in the average life expectancy based
on current mortality projections. As a result, the retirement age for occupational plans and state pension will
change as of January 1, 2018.

The death benefit for married employees as well as
for employees with a common household is normally
70% of the projected old age pension. For children,
the death benefit is typically 14% of the projected old
age pension per child up to the age of 18, 21 or up
to 27 if the child is a student or if the child receives a
disability benefit. Full orphans will often be entitled to
a double amount.

Change in Retirement Age per January 1, 2018

The higher life expectancy results in an increase of
the standard retirement age in second pillar pension
plans from age 67 to age 68 effective January 1, 2018.
The retirement age of the state pension (AOW) will
also increase from age 67 to age 67 and 3 months in
2022.

Call For Action for Employers
The increase in retirement age for occupational plans
is a call for action for employers, as these plans are
part of the Employment Conditions. Any changes
in these schemes (including mandatory legislative
changes) should therefore be discussed with and
agreed by the Works Council and Employees.
The change of retirement age may also have an effect
on the fiscal maximum tax deductible benefit accrual
in the pension scheme. It is therefore recommended
to have an independent pension advisor assist you
in making an analysis of the financial impact of this
change in the pension plan.
We strongly recommend to start with this process
ASAP as it takes a while before the impact of this
change is analyzed, discussed with and agreed upon
by the Works Council and subsequently implemented.
The deadline of January 1, 2018 is strict.

Overview of Dutch Occupational
Benefits
Apart from the mandatory industry-wide
arrangements or collective labour agreements
concerning old age pension, there is no general
obligation in the Netherlands to provide employees
with any occupational pension scheme. However,
since Social Security only provides a minimum
income, it is very common in the Netherlands to have
a pension scheme in addition to State provisions.
Approximately 95% of Dutch employees are covered
under a pension scheme. Occupational pension
arrangements are set up according to the regulations
of the Pension Act. In particular, the funding methods
are defined and controlled. Pension promises can
be funded through direct insurance via an insurance
company, through a Premium Pension Institution
(PPI), an industry-wide pension fund (BPF), a General
Pension Fund (APF) or through a company pension
fund (OPF).
Generally, the following benefits are included in an
occupational pension scheme:
Retirement and Death Benefits
Pension schemes in The Netherlands are based on a
defined benefit (DB) or defined contribution (DC)
scheme. It’s common that in the pension scheme a
death benefit and waiver of premium is insured.
Most of the pension schemes carried out by pension
funds are pension schemes according to the average
and average indexed career plans. This means that
after 40 years of service, a full DB (final pay
or average career plan) retirement benefit
can be achieved at an annual accrual of
1.657% to 1.875%. Most of the pension
schemes carried out by insurers are
DC schemes.
The prospect of receiving
the Old Age State Pension
(AOW) is taken into account

© International Group Program - www.igpinfo.com

As a result of the changes in the General Surviving
Relatives Act (ANW), the insurance of ANW pension
was introduced as part of the occupational pension
scheme. In most cases, when part of the scheme, this
pension is occupational and paid for by the employee.

Accident Insurance
Social Security does not provide for special benefits
in case of a loss of earnings, as a result of an accident.
Only regular State provisions will apply, whereby
the cause of death or disability is not relevant.
Nevertheless, some employers have voluntarily
taken out a group insurance for accidental death and
disability.
In some industries though, this coverage is mandatory
(e.g., transport companies). It is common to cover
one time annual salary in case of death by accident
and three times annual salary in case of total and
permanent disability by accident.

a.s.r. : An Insurer that Customers
Can Rely On

Disability coverage is offered to employees with a
so-called WGA-gap and for those with an income
in excess of the WIA ceiling (€ 205.77 per day, €
53,705.97 per year).

With roots dating back to 1720, a.s.r. has a centuries’
long tradition of providing insurance products and
services. It offers pensions, life insurance, non-life
insurance, income protection, occupational disability
and health insurance plans, to Dutch retail and
corporate clients.

Employers are obliged to continue paying salaries
during sickness up to the first 104 consecutive
weeks (WULBZ and WLZ). Small and medium-sized
enterprises often take out an insurance contract to
cover this risk. Larger enterprises pay the salaries
themselves.

a.s.r. is one of the leading insurance companies in the
Netherlands and ranks third in terms of premium
income. With an increased solvency ratio from 180%
per January 1, 2016 to 189% at the end of 2016, a.s.r.
is one of the financially strongest insurance companies
in The Netherlands.

Most of the time, disability coverage is also included
in the pension scheme. In that case, premium
payments for the pension scheme are covered by the
insurer or pension fund.

Since 1991, a.s.r.
has been an IGP
Network Partner
and works exclusively
with IGP to provide
multinational pooling
via the brands a.s.r. and De
Amersfoortse. For employers,
a.s.r. and De Amersfoortse offer a
complete line of insurance, pension and
income protection products designed to
complement the benefits provided by Social
Security.

Disability and Sick Pay Benefits

Medical Benefits
It is mandatory for all residents including all
employees, to take out a private health insurance.
All employers are obliged to pay an income-related
contribution of 6.65% of the salary up to a maximum
salary of € 53,701.

For more information, please contact your IGP Account Manager or...
a.s.r.
Ms. Jitka Arslan - T +31 6 5150-4054 - E jitka.arslan@asr.nl
Ms. Rabia Jagroep - T +31 6 3044-1451 - E rabia.jagroep@asr.nl
asrnl.com

© International Group Program - www.igpinfo.com
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2017 Survey Confirms IGP as #1 Network

2017 IGP Country Profiles Now Available

Each year, an independent survey is run on market share data on behalf of all employee benefit networks. This year,
for the first time, a split of the data was made into three categories: (1) Multinational Pooling, (2) Global Pricing
and (3) EB Captive.

All the 2017 editions of the IGP Country
Profiles can now be downloaded via your IGP
client website, or they can be made available
on a USB drive.

The 2017 survey (based on December 31, 2016 data) shows that IGP is the largest pooling network in terms
of number of parents, number of subsidiary contracts as well as premium volume, and the largest network
overall in all 3 categories!

A Valuable Source of Benefits Information !

The profiles are prepared annually by the
IGP Network Partners and provide a synopsis of
the social security and customary private employee
benefits practice in their respective countries. IGP
makes them available as a resource to assist with
benefit planning.

IGP’s market share based on pooling portfolio

There is no charge to IGP clients and their advisors
for the IGP Country Profiles.

• Multinational Clients:
• Subsidiary Countries:
• Pooled Premium:

All of the profiles are in pdf format, so you require
Adobe Acrobat Reader© to open them. You can find a
free download at: www.adobe.com/products/reader.
html.

(highest market shares of all networks):
27.85%
25.78%
27.85%

IGP’s market share based on total portfolio
(highest market shares of all networks):
• Multinational Clients:
• Subsidiary Countries:
• Pooled Premium:

27.12%
24.05%
23.94%
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As mentioned above, you can download the profiles
via your IGP client website, if you have one. Scroll
down to the bottom of the page - the profiles are
available via a drop-down box in the center of the
footer. Should you encounter any problems accessing
your client website, please e-mail us at:
igpinfo@jhancock.com.

To receive the IGP Country Profiles on a USB drive,
or if you need just a few profiles (six or less), please
contact your IGP Account Manager or send your
request to: igpinfo@jhancock.com. Please provide
your name, title, company and mailing address.
IGP Country Profiles are available for the
following countries:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary
Indonesia
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Korea
Liechtenstein

© International Group Program - www.igpinfo.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Luxembourg
Malaysia
Mauritius
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Paraguay
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Russia
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
UK
Uruguay
USA
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Schedule of IGP Subsidiary Visits

An opportunity to have an IGP representative meet
with your local subsidiary
During meetings with your local subsidiaries, IGP Network Partners have the opportunity to inform them about
how IGP works and the possible advantages to the subsidiary of IGP participation. These meetings also enable
your subsidiaries to gain market knowledge about what employee benefits plans their competitors are offering
and what is typical in their market. It furthermore enables us to gather information on your behalf about your
operations’ current employee benefits plans and how they are financed.
If you would like an IGP Network Partner to meet with your local colleagues, we urge you to contact your IGP
Account Manager and provide the contact details of your local representative so that we might set up a meeting.
Naturally, we will keep you informed of the results of each meeting and provide you with information on the
current employee benefits plan(s) of your subsidiary and on any quotations that ensue.
Ideally, you should send your local management an e-mail
to encourage them to meet with IGP.
IGP devotes many resources to have IGP Account Managers join the representatives of the IGP Network Partners
during these local meetings, as this brings an additional international perspective.
Below you find an overview of the 2017 trips planned by the responsible IGP contact for the respective countries
or regions.

October
30-31

Greece (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

juliette.roque@igpeurope.com

November
1

Greece (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

juliette.roque@igpeurope.com

6-8

Brazil (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

michael.spincemaille@igplatam.com.co

6-8

Malaysia (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

Joyce_Low@igp.com.sg

9-10

Chile (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

michael.spincemaille@igplatam.com.co

9-10

Thailand (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

Joyce_Low@igp.com.sg

13-14

Brazil (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

michael.spincemaille@igplatam.com.co

17-21

Colombia (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

michael.spincemaille@igplatam.com.co

More info, contact:

Joyce_Low@igp.com.sg

December
6-8

Taiwan (Subsidiary Visits)

Ongoing
Austria (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

mark.horbag@igpeurope.com

Denmark (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

bahareh.zamani@igpeurope.com

Germany (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

charles.albers@igpeurope.com

Germany (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

mark.horbag@igpeurope.com

Ireland (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

bahareh.zamani@igpeurope.com

Mexico (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

michael.spincemaille@igplatam.com.co

Singapore (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

Joyce_Low@igp.com.sg

Switzerland (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

charles.albers@igpeurope.com

UK (Subsidiary Visits)

More info, contact:

horac.sebek@igpeurope.com

© International Group Program - www.igpinfo.com
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IGP Network Partners

IGP Network Partners

Argentina
SMG LIFE

Germany

Australia
AMP Life Limited

Greece
The ETHNIKI Hellenic General Insurance Company

Austria
ERGO Versicherung AG (in assoc. with BONUS Pensionskassen
AG)

Guadeloupe
AXA France Vie
Malakoff Médéric Courtage**

Gothaer Lebensversicherung AG

Belgium
AG Insurance

Guatemala
MAPFRE Seguros Guatemala, S.A.

Brazil
MAPFRE Seguros Brazil

Guiana
AXA France Vie
Malakoff Médéric Courtage**

Cambodja
Manulife (Cambodia) Plc.*
Canada
Manulife Financial Corporation – Canadian Division
Channel Islands
AXA PPP healthcare
Canada Life Limited

IGP’ Network News - September 2017

Honduras
MAPFRE Seguros Honduras, S.A.
Hong Kong
AXA China Region Insurance Company Limited
Hungary
Aegon Hungary Composite Insurance Company

Chile
MAPFRE Compañía de Seguros de Vida de Chile S.A.

India
Max Life Insurance*

China (Mainland)
Taiping Pension Company, Limited

Indonesia
PT.Asuransi Jiwa Manulife Indonesia

Colombia
MAPFRE Seguros de Colombia

Ireland
Irish Life Assurance plc

Costa Rica
MAPFRE Seguros Costa Rica, S.A.

Italy
UnipolSai Assicurazioni S.p.A.

Denmark
PFA Pension

Japan
The Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited

Dominican Republic
ARS Palic Salud, S.A. (Health)
MAPFRE BHD Compañía de Seguros, S.A. (Life)

Korea
Samsung Life Insurance Company, Ltd.

Ecuador
MAPFRE Atlas Compañia de Seguros S.A.*

La Réunion
AXA France Vie
Malakoff Médéric Courtage**

El Salvador
MAPFRE La Centro Americana S.A.

Liechtenstein
AXA Winterthur

Finland
Mandatum Life Insurance Company Limited

Luxembourg
Cardif Lux Vie S.A.

France
AXA France Vie
Malakoff Médéric Courtage

Macau
AXA China Region Insurance Company Limited*

* Correspondent Network Partner / ** Malakoff Médéric Courtage can quote provided plans also underwritten on the mainland.
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Malaysia
AIA Bhd.

Singapore
Aviva Ltd.

Martinique
AXA France Vie
Malakoff Médéric Courtage**

Slovenia
ERGO Življenjska zavarovalnica d.d.*
South Africa
The Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited

Mauritius
SWAN Life Ltd.

Spain
Caja de Seguros Reunidos, Compañía de Seguros y Reaseguros,
S.A. (CASER)

Mayotte
AXA France Vie
Malakoff Médéric Courtage**

Sweden
SPP

Mexico
Seguros Monterrey New York Life, S.A.

Switzerland
AXA Winterthur

Monaco
AXA France Vie
Malakoff Médéric Courtage
Namibia
Via The Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa)
Limited

New Zealand
Fidelity Life Assurance Company Limited

Ukraine
TAS Life Insurance Company

Nicaragua
MAPFRE Seguros Nicaragua, S.A

United Arab Emirates
Abu Dhabi National Insurance Company (ADNIC)

Norway
Storebrand Livsforsikring AS

United Kingdom
AXA PPP healthcare (Health)
Canada Life Limited (Life and Pensions)

Panama
MAPFRE Panama, S.A
Paraguay
MAPFRE Paraguay Compañía de Seguros S.A.
Peru
MAPFRE Perú Compañía de Seguros y Reaseguros

Poland
Pramerica Życie TUiR SA
Portugal
VICTORIA-Seguros, S.A.

Thailand
Muang Thai Life Assurance Public Company, Ltd.
Turkey
Allianz Yaşam ve Emeklilik (Life and Pensions)
Allianz Sigorta A.Ş. (Health)

Netherlands
a.s.r. | De Amersfoortse Insurance

Philippines
The Insular Life Assurance Co., Ltd.

Taiwan (Republic of China)
Shin Kong Life Insurance Company, Ltd.

United States
Prudential Insurance Company of America (Life)
Uruguay
MAPFRE Uruguay Seguros S.A.
Venezuela
MAPFRE La Seguridad, C.A.*
Third-Country National and Expatriate Coverage
AXA France (through AXA Global Protect)
AXA PPP International (through AXA Global Protect)
CIGNA Global Health Benefits*

Russia
Welbi
* Correspondent Network Partner / ** Malakoff Médéric Courtage can quote provided plans also underwritten on the mainland.
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IGP Contact Information
Mr. Peter de Vries
Head of the Network
International Group Program (IGP)
E pdevries@jhancock.com
Mr. Brian McCarthy
Assistant Vice President
International Group Program (IGP)
John Hancock Life Insurance Company (USA)
P.O. Box 111
Boston, MA 02117, USA
T (1) (617) 572-8655
E bmccarthy@jhancock.com

Mr. Steven Ruck
Director Account Development
International Group Program (IGP)
John Hancock Life Insurance Company (USA)
P.O. Box 111
Boston, MA 02117, USA
T (1) (617) 572-8640
E sruck@jhancock.com

Mr. Wim Moldenaers
Assistant Vice President
International Group Program (IGP) – Europe
John Hancock International Services S.A.
Avenue de Tervuren 270
B-1150 Brussels, Belgium
T (32) (2) 775-2966
E wim.moldenaers@igpeurope.com

Ms. Britt Verhoeven
Assistant Director Account Development (Support)
International Group Program (IGP) – Europe
John Hancock International Services S.A.
Avenue de Tervuren 270
B-1150 Brussels, Belgium
T (32) (2) 775-2959
E britt.verhoeven.@igpeurope.com

Ms. Chua Wan Ching
Regional Director
International Group Program (IGP) – Asia
51 Bras Basah Road
#09-00 Manulife Centre
Singapore 189554
T (65) 6833 8996
E wanching_chua@igp.com.sg

Mr. Michael Spincemaille
Regional Director
International Group Program (IGP) – LATAM
c/o seguros Monterrey New York Life
Paseo de la Reforma #342, Cuauhtémoc, Juárez
06600 Ciudad de México, CDMX, Mexico
M (52) (1) 55 1682 8970
E michael.spincemaille@igplatam.com.co

Mr. Yoshimaro Komachiya
Senior Consultant
International Group Program (IGP) – Japan
PO Box 2528, 30 F, Tokyo Opera City Tower
3-20-2 Nishi Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo 163-1430, Japan
T (81) (3) 6331 6565
M (81) (90) 4614-3048
E yoshimaro_komachiya@igpjapan.com

The information in this document is subject to change. Please contact your IGP Account Manager or IGPinfo@jhancock.com for more details.
The International Group Program (IGP) is a registered brand name under John Hancock.
IGP operates in the State of New York under Signator Insurance Agency, Inc., a NY licensed broker.
IGP Network Partners operating outside of the United States are not necessarily licensed in or authorized to conduct insurance business in any state in the United States
including, the State of New York.The policies and/or contracts issued by a Network Partner to contract holders outside of the United States have not been approved by
the NY superintendent of Financial Services, are not protected by the NY State guaranty fund and are not subject to the laws of NY or the laws and/or protections of any
other state where the Network Partner is not licensed to do business.
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